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Abstract: We investigate directional couplers (DCs) formed by channel plasmon-polariton (CPP) waveguides (CPPWs). DCs comprising 5-µm-offset S-bends and 40-µm-long parallel CPPWs with different separations (0.08, 0.25, 0.5 and 2 µm) between V-groove channels are fabricated by using a focused ion-beam (FIB) technique in a 2-µm-thick gold film and characterized at telecom wavelengths (1425-1630 nm) with near-field optical microscopy. Experimental results reveal strong coupling, resulting in approximately equal power splitting between DC-CPPWs, for small CPPW separations (0.08 and 0.25 µm). The coupling gradually deteriorates with the increase of separation between V-grooves and practically vanishes for the separation of 2 µm. The DC-CPPW characteristics observed are found in good agreement with finite-element method (implemented in COMSOL) simulations.
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OCIS codes: (230.7380) Waveguides, channeled; (240.6680) Surface plasmons.
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1. Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are electromagnetic excitations (i.e., combined oscillations of the electromagnetic field and the surface charges of the metal) existing on a metal dielectric interface [1]. Their field distribution is evanescent in the direction perpendicular to the propagation direction, resulting in intense fields that decay exponentially into both (metal and dielectric) media that bound the interface [2]. Over the last decades, there has been a significant advance in SPPs investigations and a number of theoretical [2–4] and experimental [5–7] studies have been reported. Thus, it is expected that SPPs can be advantageously used for creating a new generation of nanophotonics devices and circuits [8, 9]. The main issue in this context is to strongly confine the SPP field in the cross-section (perpendicular to propagation direction), while keeping low propagation losses [10]. It has been shown that nanometer-sized silver nanowires can support strongly confined SPP modes propagating through only 10 µm [11]. Similar properties were expected [12] and indeed found [13] for the electromagnetic excitations supported by chains of metal nanoparticles. Other configurations, including (among others) SPP propagation along metal stripes [14,15], narrow dielectric ridges deposited on metal films [16] and gap waveguides [17] (based on SPP propagation between two metal surfaces) have been suggested. It should be noted that, in general, the SPP confinement is achieved primarily by decreasing the SPP spatial extent into dielectric, thereby increasing the portion of SPP power being absorbed by metal, so that the choice of optimum guiding configuration is subject to trade-off with many intricate issues yet to be elucidated [10]. One of the most promising approaches for achieving strong lateral confinement of the SPP fields (simultaneously with relatively low propagation loss) is to utilize V-grooves milled in otherwise smooth metal films.

Channel SPP modes, or channel plasmon polaritons (CPPs), where the radiation is concentrated at the bottom of such V-shaped grooves, have been first predicted [18] and then...
experimentally shown [19] to exhibit useful subwavelength guiding properties. Their unique features of strong SPP mode confinement make it possible to bend (and split) CPP waveguides (CPPWs) formed in the materials with extremely small curvature [20]. CPPWs have already been found suitable for realization of many passive photonic devices [19–23], and may find important applications as basic building blocks in ultrahigh-speed all-optical signal processing circuits [8, 9]. Note that even though the dispersion properties of strongly confined CPP modes (propagating at telecom wavelengths) have been recently reported [24], inferring the main CPP characteristics (mode index, width and propagation length), the directional coupling in CPPWs that determines the integration potential of CPPW-based photonic circuits (with respect to the maximum allowed density of non-interacting CPPWs) has so far been paid little attention to [25, 26].

Here, we present the results of our investigations at telecom wavelengths (1425-1630 nm) of directional couplers (DCs) based on CPP modes guided by V-grooves cut in a gold film and separated by different distances. The main goal of our work was to characterize the crosstalk between adjacent CPPWs so as to accurately determine the minimum CPPW separation that can still be tolerated with respect to the incurred crosstalk. In principle, this separation is directly related to the CPP mode confinement [9, 19–24]. It should be borne in mind though, that the mode confinement can be characterized in different ways (especially for plasmonic waveguides) leading to different conclusions about the absolute and relative confinement strengths [27]. For example, one can introduce the average (lateral) width \( w \) that can be used to determine the largest bend angle \( \theta \sim \lambda/w \) allowed by the acceptable level of bend loss. However, such mode width cannot be applied to determine accurately the minimum separation between neighbor waveguide components since it does not take into account the coupling between modes in adjacent waveguide components. For such purpose the investigation of DCs should provide immediately the value of this minimum separation and, therefore, set the limit on the maximum density of waveguide components.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the investigated sample and the experimental arrangement are described. Section 3 is devoted to the experimental results featuring the scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) images of CPP-based DCs and their interpretation. In Section 4 we use finite element method (FEM) implemented in COMSOL for numerical simulations of DCs. Finally, the paper is terminated with our conclusions offered in Section 5.

2. Sample description and experimental setup

The sample contained several DCs with channels made as V-shaped grooves, milled by a focused ion-beam (FIB) in a 2-µm-thick gold layer, deposited on a substrate of fused silica covered with an 80-nm-thick indium-tin-oxide layer [Fig. 1(a)]. For each DC one V-groove (called main in our work) was longer and it started from the edge of the sample, while an adjacent second V-groove went parallel to the first one, starting at the distance of approximately 100 µm from the edge of the sample. Two V-grooves were separated by a distance \( d \) (measured at the surface level on SEM images), varied for different DCs from 0.08 to 2 µm, over the length of 40 µm; then they were pulled apart (by the use of the S-bend design that connects two parallel 5-µm-offset waveguides over a distance of 5 µm) to increase the separation between the channels to about 10 µm [Fig. 1(b)]. The intention with using S-bends (characterized by the smallest curvature radius \( \sim 2.25 \mu m \) [22]) after the coupling region and laterally displacing the output DC channels was to decrease the influence of radiation scattered in the coupling region on the signal detected in the output channels. Also it allowed measuring the output more accurately (since the coupling region was fixed, so the intensity distribution in two channels at the output could be measured over some distance, not at one point). Each V-groove had an angle \( \theta \) close to 25° and depth \( H \) of \( \sim 1.4 \mu m \) [Fig. 1(c)]. For these parameters only the first (fundamental) CPP mode can be guided in the groove [19].
The experimental setup was quite similar to those used in our previous experiments [19–24]. It consisted of a scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) with a sharp optical fiber tip used as a probe, in-coupling arrangement with a tapered-lensed fiber used to couple light to CPP by illuminating the open end of V-groove from the edge of the sample, and a positioning system consisting of several stages [Fig. 1(d)]. The radiation (wavelength 1425-1630 nm) was delivered from a tunable laser by the polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber (note that the CPP mode is excited efficiently for TE mode [19], when the electrical field is almost perpendicular to the groove’s walls and parallel to the sample surface). The adjustment of the in-coupling fiber at the focal distance of approximately 15 µm [Fig. 1(e)] with respect to the illuminated V-groove channel was accomplished while monitoring the SPP propagation along the sample surface with the help of a far-field microscopy arrangement: 20× objective, mirror and IR-camera. The track of the propagating radiation (distinguishable for all DCs and wavelengths) featured a gradual decay in visibility along the propagation direction. These far-field observations have also confirmed the expected polarization properties of the guided radiation [19] and demonstrated its (relatively) low dissipation.

Following these experiments (that include also adjusting the in-coupling fiber position to maximize the coupling efficiency) the whole fiber-sample arrangement was placed under the SNOM head to map the intensity distribution near the sample surface. Tapered fiber tip, used as a SNOM probe, was made from a single-mode silica fiber by ~2 hours etching of a cleaved fiber in 40% hydrofluoric acid with a protective layer of olive oil. The resulting fiber tip had a cone angle of ~30° and curvature radius of less than 100 nm [Fig. 1(f)]. In scanning process the tip was forced to keep the constant distance of a few nanometers from the sample surface by the shear-force feedback. However, inside the V-groove the maximum penetration depth was limited by the shape of the tip. The near-field radiation has been scattered and partially collected by the fiber tip itself, and afterwards guided (in the form of fiber modes) towards the other end of the fiber, where it has been detected by the femtowatt InGaAs photoreceiver (providing both topographical and near-field optical images, simultaneously).

3. Experimental results

3.1 CPP coupling at different wavelengths

We conducted a series of experiments investigating CPP coupling for the DC with the separation distance between V-grooves \( d = 0.25 \) µm at different wavelengths varied from...
1425 nm to 1630 nm (Fig. 2). This DC had the smallest separation between V-grooves (excluding the one with the separation of 0.08 µm, the reason for that will be discussed in Section 3.2), so it was expected to provide the best coupling between CPP modes. It was determined that for the 40-µm-long coupling region the CPP intensity in the main groove evenly decreased, while the CPP intensity in the adjusted groove increased uniformly, reaching roughly the same level as of the first groove CPP intensity. It was difficult to obtain an image with a low background all over the whole coupling region due to short CPP propagation length, so in order to obtain the intensity distribution at the output more precisely, we performed the scanning of the DC by SNOM beyond this coupling region, where the grooves are separated by about 10 µm and no coupling is expected for such large separation [Figs. 2(e)–2(h)]. These measurements confirmed the approximately equal power splitting between output CPPWs for all wavelengths, with some small variations that cannot be ascribed to any simple dependence on the wavelength. These variations could be caused by different contributions of the background, whose level was quite high, as can be seen at the cross-section of optical and topographical images for λ = 1500 nm, averaged along 10 lines (corresponding to the width of 1 µm) perpendicular to the propagation direction [Fig. 2(i)].

Fig. 2. Experimental results. SNOM (a) topographical and corresponding (b-d) optical images of coupling region for the DC with separation distance d = 0.25 µm, taken at different wavelengths: (b) λ = 1500 nm, (c) λ = 1600 nm, and (d) λ = 1630 nm. SNOM (e) topographical and corresponding (f-h) optical images of output region for the same DC, taken at (f) λ = 1425 nm, (g) λ = 1500 nm, and (h) λ = 1630 nm. (i) Cross-sections of the near-field optical (black hollow circles) and corresponding topographical (blue filled circles) images of (g), averaged along 10 lines perpendicular to the propagation direction.

3.2 CPP coupling for DCs with different separation distances

We carried out another series of experiments investigating CPP coupling at the wavelength of λ ≈1500 nm for the DCs with channels separation distance varied from 0.08 to 2.0 µm (Fig. 3). Note that for the DC with separation distance of 0.08 µm, as shown on the topographical image [Fig. 3(a)], the middle part between channels is slightly darker than the outside surface, meaning the level of this part is lower than the surface level. Later, it was confirmed with AFM measurements that, for this DC, two V-grooves are overlapped, with the middle part being lower by approximately 150 nm than the surface level. The coupling behavior for such DC is more difficult to understand and compare to other DCs, so that is why it was not chosen for the series with a varied wavelength described in Section 3.2.
Fig. 3. SNOM (a-d) topographical and corresponding (e-h) optical images of coupling region for the DCs with different separation distances: (a), (e) $d = 0.08 \mu m$, (b), (f) $d = 0.25 \mu m$, (c), (g) $d = 0.50 \mu m$, (d), (h) $d = 2.0 \mu m$; taken at the wavelength $\lambda \approx 1500$ nm. SNOM (i) topographical and corresponding (j) optical images of output region for the DC with separation distance $d = 2.0 \mu m$ at the same wavelength $\lambda \approx 1500$ nm. (k) Cross-sections of the near-field optical (black hollow circles) and correspondent topographical (blue filled circles) images of (i), (j), averaged along 5 lines perpendicular to the DC.

Overall, the results showed the following: for the DCs with separation distances of 0.08 and 0.25 $\mu m$, the power splitting was approximately equal, while for the DC with the separation distance of 0.50 $\mu m$ the coupling became weaker, and finally for the DC with the separation distance of 2.0 $\mu m$ no coupling was observed. In order to be sure that no coupling occurred in the last case (relative to the background), we scanned by SNOM (similar to the case of DC with the separation distance of 0.25 $\mu m$ described in previous section) the output region of the DC, where two grooves are separated by about 10 $\mu m$ [Figs. 3(i), 3(j)]. The cross-section of these images, averaged along 5 lines (corresponding to the width of 1 $\mu m$) perpendicular to the DC, can be seen in Fig. 3(k). As was expected, the measured optical signal in the adjacent V-groove was at the same level as the background (which is about 6 times smaller than the intensity in the main V-groove); therefore the CPP mode intensity in the adjacent V-groove could not be resolved. Note that the optical signal in the point, corresponding to the deepest part in topography of the adjacent groove, is slightly smaller than the optical signals in nearby points. It could be explained by the enhancement of the background (stray light) at the edges of the groove [28]. This effect is also present for the main groove as a slight variation in the mode profile. However, one can conclude that crosstalk, which could be defined as the ratio of the CPP intensity in the adjacent V-groove to the one in the main groove, is less than 1/6, or approximately $-8$ dB. It can be compared with the crosstalk of 1 (0 dB), measured for the DC with separation distance of 0.25 $\mu m$ [see Fig. 2(i)]. It should be noted that the two sets of images (for the DCs with separation distances of 0.25 and 2.0 $\mu m$) were made with different SNOM probes (due to its low life-time), which explains the minor differences, such as different background level and different depth of grooves in topography, but it does not influence the crosstalk.

4. Numerical simulation

The directional coupling of CPP modes was investigated numerically by calculating the effective indexes (both real and imaginary parts) of even and odd modes of the double CPPW configuration using the finite-element method (FEM) implemented in the commercial
software COMSOL. The simulations were conducted for the wavelength of $\lambda = 1425$ nm, 1500 nm, and 1630 nm, with the dielectric permittivity of gold taken from Palik and Ghosh data set [29], and the refractive index of air set to 1. The geometry used in simulations was the following: two V-grooves cut in the gold, each having the width $w = 630$ nm and depth $H = 1420$ nm (resulting in the groove angle $\theta \approx 25^\circ$), separated by the distance $d$ (measured at the surface level), which was varied from 40 nm to 3 $\mu$m [Fig. 4(a)]. To avoid singularities and the appearance of wedge plasmon polariton (WPP) modes [28, 30], the edges of the grooves and their bottom angles were rounded with curvature radii 50 nm and 10 nm, respectively (later it was confirmed that this rounding does not influence significantly the mode effective index and coupling efficiency, it just removes the local field maxima created by the field enhancement at the sharp edges). The calculated distribution of the horizontal electric field component $E_x$ (which dominates in the dielectric) for the even and odd modes at the wavelength $\lambda = 1500$ nm and separation distance $d = 0.25 \mu$m are shown in Figs. 4(b), 4(c). Note the sign change of the $E_x$ for the even mode, while it is the same in both V-grooves for the odd mode.

Fig. 4. (a) Coupling configuration used for simulations. Modal structure of (b) even and (c) odd modes represented as the distribution of the dominant electric field component $E_x$, calculated by the use of the finite-element method (FEM) implemented in the commercial software COMSOL. All panels have a lateral size of 2.5 $\mu$m.

Using the aforementioned technique, the odd and even mode effective indexes were calculated for the range of the separation distance $d$ from 40 to 3000 nm at the wavelength $\lambda = 1500$ nm. Their real parts, $N_{\text{odd}}$ and $N_{\text{even}}$, were compared to the one calculated for the CPP mode in the single groove with the same geometrical dimensions, $N_{\text{CPP}}$, and to the mode effective index of surface plasmon polaritons $N_{\text{SPP}}$ [Fig. 5(a)]. Note the large difference between $N_{\text{odd}}$ and $N_{\text{even}}$ at small separation distances $d$. This could partially explain the (approximately) equal power splitting observed in the experiment for the DC with separation distance $d = 0.25 \mu$m [Fig. 2], since scattering by surface roughness increase rapidly when the mode index approaches the light line. Indeed, the maximum size $r_{\text{max}}$ of a scatterer that efficiently scatters the bound waveguide mode into propagating (out of waveguide) waves can be evaluated by the following expression: $\Delta N k_0 r_{\text{max}} = 2\pi$, where $k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda$, and $\Delta N = N_{\text{mode}} - 1$, implying that larger and thereby stronger scatterers start contributing to the mode scattering loss with the decrease of $N_{\text{mode}}$. The even mode, having a considerably smaller effective index, is therefore expected to exhibit significantly stronger scattering losses that might result in its complete attenuation, leaving only the odd mode propagating in a DC and thus resulting in the equal power splitting between two individual CPP modes.
The imaginary part of the mode effective index is natural to represent through the mode propagation length: \( L = 1/(2\text{Im}[n]k_0) = \lambda/(4\pi\text{Im}[n]) \). The propagation lengths of odd and even modes, \( L_{\text{odd}} \) and \( L_{\text{even}} \), were compared to the one calculated for the CPP (\( L_{\text{CPP}} \)) and SPP (\( L_{\text{SPP}} \)) modes, along with the coupling length \( L_{\text{coupling}} \) [Fig. 5(a)]. The coupling length \( L_{\text{coupling}} \) is the distance (along the DC) between the beginning of the coupling region and the point, where the crosstalk (the ratio of the CPP intensity in the adjacent V-groove to the one in the main groove) is at maxima. The electric field in each groove versus the coordinate \( z \) along the propagation direction can be represented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{\text{main}}(x, y, z) &= E_{\text{even}}(x, y) \exp(-in_{\text{even}}k_0z) + E_{\text{odd}}(x, y) \exp(-in_{\text{odd}}k_0z), \\
E_{\text{adjacent}}(x, y, z) &= E_{\text{even}}(x, y) \exp(-in_{\text{even}}k_0z) + E_{\text{odd}}(x, y) \exp(-in_{\text{odd}}k_0z),
\end{align*}
\]

where the effective index \( n_{\text{even}, \text{odd}} \) contains both the real part \( N_{\text{even}, \text{odd}} \) and the imaginary part responsible for the finite propagation length. In the beginning of the coupling region, at \( z = 0 \), there is no intensity in the adjacent groove. Assuming the field distribution being mostly the same in magnitude for odd and even mode, \( |E_{\text{even}}(x, y)| \approx |E_{\text{odd}}(x, y)| \), and taking into account the sign change of dominant field component \( E_x \) for the even mode, one can therefore calculate the crosstalk \( XT \) as the function of the distance \( z \) along the propagation direction:

\[
XT(z) = I_{\text{adjacent}}(z)/I_{\text{main}}(z) = |\tan(\Delta nk_0z)|^2,
\]

where \( \Delta n = (n_{\text{even}} - n_{\text{odd}})/2 \) is the half-difference for the effective indexes of odd and even modes. In order to estimate the coupling length \( L_{\text{coupling}} \), one can neglect the imaginary part of \( \Delta n \) (it is a valid assumption, since the propagation length is much larger than the wavelength), so the maximum crosstalk will be at \( \Delta nk_0L_{\text{coupling}} = \pi/2 \), or

\[
L_{\text{coupling}} = \frac{\lambda}{2(N_{\text{odd}} - N_{\text{even}})}.
\]

Using this equation the coupling length was calculated for the range of separation distances \( d \) from 40 to 3000 nm at the wavelength \( \lambda = 1500 \text{ nm} \), and compared with the CPP propagation length [Fig. 5(b)]. Note that for the separation distance of 0.25 \( \mu \)m the coupling length is around 90 \( \mu \)m, which is almost twice as long as the 40-\( \mu \)m-long coupling region of
the DCs used in our experiment, explaining the observed approximately equal power splitting between two individual CPP modes at the output.

A slight difference between the field magnitude distributions for even and odd modes [Figs. 4(b), 4(c)] caused different propagation lengths for these modes [Fig. 5(b)], especially for small separation distances. As was noted before, when the damping is different for even and odd modes, the maximum crosstalk should be smaller. Indeed, if imaginary part of $\Delta n$ is non-zero, Eq. (2) can be presented as:

$$XT(z) = \left| \tan(\text{Re}[\Delta n] + i \text{Im}[\Delta n]) \right|^2 \times \left( \frac{\tan(\text{Re}[\Delta n]k_0z) + i \tanh(\text{Im}[\Delta n]k_0z)}{1 + i \tan(\text{Re}[\Delta n]k_0z) \tanh(\text{Im}[\Delta n]k_0z)} \right). \quad (4)$$

At coupling distance $z = L_{\text{coupling}}$ calculated by Eq. (3), $\tan(\text{Re}[\Delta n]k_0z) \rightarrow \infty$, so the maximum crosstalk will be:

$$XT_{\text{max}} = XT(L_{\text{coupling}}) = \left( \tanh(\text{Im}[\Delta n]k_0L_{\text{coupling}}) \right)^2. \quad (5)$$

Using the relationship between imaginary part of the mode effective index and its propagation length, $L = 1/(2\text{Im}n)$, the expression $\text{Im}[\Delta n]k_0$ can be approximated as

$$\text{Im}[\Delta n]k_0 = \frac{n_{\text{even}} - n_{\text{odd}}}{2} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{2L_{\text{even}}} - \frac{1}{2L_{\text{odd}}} \right) = \frac{L_{\text{odd}} - L_{\text{even}}}{4L_{\text{even}}L_{\text{odd}}} \approx \frac{\Delta L}{4L_{\text{CPP}}^2}, \quad (6)$$

where $\Delta L = L_{\text{odd}} - L_{\text{even}}$ is the difference in propagation length for even and odd modes. Applying this approximation to Eq. (5), one could finally get the expression for maximum crosstalk:

$$XT_{\text{max}} = XT(L_{\text{coupling}}) = \left( \tanh \left( \frac{1}{4} \frac{\Delta L}{L_{\text{CPP}}} \right) \right)^2. \quad (7)$$

So it is clear now that the switching effect (when all energy transfers to the adjacent channel, i.e., when the crosstalk is much higher than 1) is limited, since for separation distances such as $L_{\text{coupling}} \leq L_{\text{CPP}}$, as followed from Fig. 5(b), $\Delta L \approx L_{\text{CPP}}$, resulting in $XT_{\text{max}} \approx (\tanh(1/4))^2 \approx 16 \approx 12$ dB. Note that for DCs with larger coupling length, when $L_{\text{coupling}} \gg L_{\text{CPP}}$, it would be difficult to realize the switching effect practically.

Using the effective mode indexes calculated for the separation distance $d = 0.25 \mu m$ and wavelength $\lambda = 1500$ nm, we compared the expected change of intensities along the propagation direction in the main and adjacent grooves, $I_{\text{main}}$ and $I_{\text{adjacent}}$, with the values taken from the experimental data along the coordinate $z$ corresponding to the bottom of each groove with the averaged background being subtracted [Figs. 6(a), 6(b)]. Note that it is difficult to properly take into account the influence of the background since its amplitude and phase inside the groove are unknown. It is seen that the overall behavior of optical signals along the propagation direction is in fair agreement with the conducted simulations. Here one should bear in mind that the intensity of CPP mode (measured by the SNOM) has a strong dependence on the SNOM probe penetration depth inside the V-groove [24, 30, 31]. The later, along with the background level, was used to estimate the uncertainty of experimental data, which can be seen as error bars in Fig. 6(b).

Furthermore, the crosstalk $I_{\text{adjacent}}/I_{\text{main}}$ was calculated for the separation $d$ varied from 40 to 3000 nm, at three different wavelengths: 1425, 1500, and 1630 nm, and at different coordinates: $z = 40 \mu m$ (corresponded to the length of the coupling region for the DCs used in the experiments) and $z = L_{\text{CPP}}$ (varied with the wavelength: $L_{\text{CPP}} = 30 \mu m$ at $\lambda = 1425$ nm, $33 \mu m$ at $\lambda = 1500$ nm, and $38 \mu m$ at $\lambda = 1630$ nm) [Fig. 6(c)]. As was noted before, the CPP propagation length is an important length parameter for the practical realization of waveguide components, so in order to use wavelength-dependent behavior of DCs (i.e., for switching,
modulation, wavelength demultiplexing, and power splitting), one should look for DC configurations that would result in the coupling length being smaller than (or, at least, about) the propagation length $L_{\text{CPP}}$. In addition, the results presented in Fig. 6(c) can be used to evaluate the smallest CPPW separation distance that would result in the crosstalk being below a given limit. For example, if the crosstalk should be less than $-10$ dB at the wavelength of 1500 nm, then V-grooves should be separated by more than 1 µm. Thus this figure reflects the limit on integration density of considered CPPWs and corresponding waveguide components. Finally, it should be borne in mind that the above results are related to the V-grooves in gold having particular depth of 1.4 µm and groove angle of 25°, so that the CPPW characteristics have to be scaled accordingly when considering other V-groove parameters [30, 31].

5. Conclusions

Overall, we studied the directional coupling of CPP modes guided by V-grooves cut in gold film, separated by distance $d \approx 0.08-2$ µm. The experimental observations performed by the use of SNOM showed the strong coupling for $d = 0.25$ µm (output crosstalk was approximately 0 dB after the 40-µm-long coupling region), independently on the wavelength (over the range 1425-1630 nm). With the increase in separation distance $d$ the output crosstalk decreased, and for $d = 2.0$ µm no coupling was observed.

In addition to experimental study, we performed numerical simulations based on finite-element method implemented in commercial software COMSOL. For $d = 0.25$ µm the calculated coupling length was 90 µm (which is almost twice as long as the length of coupling region), explaining approximately equal power splitting obtained in the experiment. Moreover, significantly different propagation losses (related both to different electric field distribution in metal and different effective indexes with corresponding different losses on scattering at surface roughness) for even and odd mode explained the (approximately) equal power splitting for the whole range of wavelengths (1425-1630 nm). On the other hand, the
coupling length calculated for the DC with the separation $d = 2.0 \, \mu m$ resulted in the output crosstalk of $-14 \, dB$, supporting the experimentally obtained data (from which the crosstalk was evaluated to be less than $-8 \, dB$).

The results of numerical simulations also provide the important design guidelines for practical realization of both coupling-dependent waveguide components (utilizing DCs for switching, modulation, wavelength demultiplexing, and power splitting), and, oppositely, configurations in which the crosstalk should be avoided. The latter, with the proper criterion, could be treated as the upper limit on the density of CPP-based waveguide components.
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